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Abstract
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Executive summary

This work describes the editor prototype developed in the ENDORSE project as result of the first  three  
months of activities of Task 4.3 Editing Environment. 

The prototype includes:

• Login features

• PRDL metamodel uploading 

• Editing new rule facilities with drag-and-drop 

• Interaction  with  the  internal  editor  repository  (for  unpublished  rules)  and  the  ENDORSE  rule 
repository shared with the other components of the platform (rule engine).

• Multiple  language support

• Interfaces for interaction with all other components, the rule engine in particular.

The document is divided into two main parts: a brief description of the architecture (Section 3) and the  
manual (Section 4).

Section 2 presents the technologies used in the development of the prototype here described trying to outline 
the reasons that moved the consortium in adopting certain decisions.

The final version of this editor will be delivered in D4.7 Rule Engine due to April 2012.
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1. Introduction

This  document  is  the outcome of  the work carried  out  in  the T4.3 Editing Environment  of  the project 
ENDORSE.  This  deliverable  strictly  follows  the  directives  shown  in  the  deliverable  D3.1  Functional 
Architecture and is divided into two main parts: a description of the frameworks and technical solutions  
adopted to develop the prototype and the description of the prototype itself.

The guidelines that drove the envision of this editor were:

• Use of Open-source frameworks only

On of the main target of the ENDORSE project is that any code used or produced needs to be open source,  
i.e. it has to be based on one of the licenses listed in http://www.opensource.org/

• Loose Coupling

The architecture of  the editor was created in order  to be as independent  as possible from the language 
metamodel in order to fit any change in PRDL definition during the project life-cycle

• Usability

The outcome of this task is a web application with the following functionalities:
• Create PRDL rules based on the ENDORSE meta-model designed in D3.1 Functional Architecture
• Deploy rules on the ENDORSE rules engine which is target of Task 4.2 Rule Engine
• Support plug-in for rules validation 
• Interacts with the data manager for ensuring a complete interoperability with the PRDL metamodel

This document is composed by: Section 2, presenting a brief description of the adopted technologies with 
motivations,  Section  3  briefly  describing  the  editor  architecture,  Section  4  showing  the  interface  end 
describing, by examples, the editing environment and finally, Section 5, with conclusions and future work.
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2.  Review of the technologies adopted in the development phase of the 
ENDORSE editor.

This  section  briefly  introduces  the  main  technologies  that  were  adopted  in  the  development  of  the  
ENDORSE editor outlining reasons and benefits of each one in the project itself. When making a decision on 
a certain technology the general strategy was to adopt open source frameworks with a long term curricula in 
a non-niche technology. Basic reasons for adopting a certain choice were the consortium robustness at the 
basis of the technology itself and the success cases provided in literature.  

2.1. ZK Framework

ZK[1] is an Open Source Web framework based on Ajax components. It is entirely developed in Java and 
allows to create complex web graphical interfaces without using JavaScript or Ajax scripts. 

The ZK core is an “event driven” mechanism based on more than two hundred Ajax components and on a 
mark-up language (XUL/XHTML) used to create the graphical interfaces.

This  framework can be easily integrated  with most  Java EE technologies  available:  as  instance Spring, 
Spring Web Flow, JBoss Seam or JSP.

The main role of Ajax is to develop web pages having the same interactivity power of desktop applications  
without the need of non open source plugin and therefore without using a virtual machine embedded in the  
browser.

In a nutshell, ZK:
• defines  an  XML based  declarative  language  (ZUML)  to  be  used  to  create  web  interfaces.  This 

language is less verbose and more simple than the XML based language used by JFS;
• is event and components based. 
• is easily integrable with Spring, Spring Web Flow, Spring Security, Jboss Seam, JSP, JSF
• all components are server side, the communication among them is straightforward
• all graphical components include comet server push, drag-and-drop, context menu
• SEO compatible
• contains ZK Script
• contains a good WYSIWYG (Eclipse plugin) editor

At present ZK is one of the most used Open Source AJAX frameworks with over 1,5Million of download 
and 1500 known implementations. It's the most advanced implementation freely available with key features  
such as the WYSIWYG editor.  The reference community is very active with about 100 contributors from all  
over the world [8].

Strategic parters such as IBM, JBoss, MySQL, SUN (Oracle), offer guarantees of high compatibility with 
DB and application servers and effective support.

ZK CE 5.0.7 binary is freely available under LGPL. 

2.2. ZK Spring

ZK Spring[2] is a  Model-View-Controller (MVC) Framework used in the development of object oriented 
web graphical interfaces.  ZK Spring includes important characteristics such as a lightweight container for 
the  automatic  configuration  of  applications,  an  abstraction  layer  for  transaction  management,  a  JDBC 
abstraction layer, integration facilities with with Toplink, Hibernate and JDO. 

It has been used to develop the ENDORSE editor web interface. ZK has a sub-project explicitly designed for 
being used by Spring services. The direct support for MVC allows easy maintenance and help providing 
separation of concerns in the code. In  most of the other frameworks freely available the MVC is not directly  
supported in the language itself then resulting in an overhead to the developers.

Also ZK Spring 3.0 is freely available under LGPL. 
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2.3. Spring Framework

The Spring  Framework[3]  (often  referred  to  just  as  Spring)  is  a  Java based  Open Source development  
framework including Service, JTA, DSL and several other important capabilities.

Spring has been widely recognised by the research community as a valid alternative to Enterprise Javabeans 
(EJB) since it offers more development freedom while including a good number of well documented simple 
solutions to the most common situations. Even if the characteristics of Spring well suit any Java application,  
there are many extension for web-based application that has raised the success of this framework in the 
commercial environment.

The Spring Framework is the reference Application Service and Service Container for ZK, hence it was a 
straightforward decision after deciding to use ZK. In comparison to other containers such as Tomcat or J2EE 
Spring is not heavy weigh, with top class hot-plug capabilities for services and components that enable agile 
integration and scalability.

In addition, this framework in addition is well supported by third party applications, providing frameworks 
for the GUI, such as the already mentioned KZ, and DB or MOM ESB.

Partners in the Spring initiative are important companies such as Capgemini and Accenture, just to mention  
two.

For ENDORSE, we used the framework 3.x available as Community edition.

2.4. Spring Integration

Spring  Integration[4]  is  an extension of  the Spring programming model  aimed at  supporting Enterprise 
Integration  Patterns.  The  Enterprise  Service  Bus  required  by  the  ENDORSE  Architecture  (see  D3.1 
Functional Architecture) is fulfilled by the Spring Integration framework. It is high integrated, but also well  
decoupled, in Spring.  

Using Spring Integration,  it  is  possible  to get  messaging within  Spring-based  applications  and supports  
integration with external systems via declarative adapters. The adapters provide a higher-level of abstraction 
over Spring's support for remote access, messaging, and scheduling. Spring Integration's primary goal is to 
provide a simple model  for building enterprise integration solutions while maintaining the separation of  
concerns that is essential for producing maintainable, testable code.

For ENDORSE we used the version 2.0.5 available as Community edition.

2.5. Spring Data Graph

Spring Data Graph[5] is a SpringSource[9] project aimed at introducing new data technologies such as non-
relational databases or cloud based data services  in the Spring based technologies. In addition to this, Spring 
Data Graph offers improved support for relational databases. 

ENDORSE adopted this technology because the user interface rendered on browsers are surrogates on the 
server as POJO(Plain Old Java Objects) components, and any changes made to the POJO components are  
reflected to the client in a transparent and seamless manner. This is the unique choice when developing 
Spring Services using Neo4j. It eases the developer effort in coding with specific directives for Spring and 
Neo4j persistency framework.

For this project we used the version 1.1.0 available as Community edition.

2.6. Neo4j

This framework represents one of the most innovative decisions in the ENDORSE project: indeed this is a 
NoSQL database. 

Neo4j[6]  is  a  graph database,  not  SQL based,  that  allows  developers  to  work  with   an  object-oriented 
mindset, using a flexible modeling structure while keeping all the benefits of a fully transactional database. 
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Using this technology in ENDORSE it was possible to remove the restrictions imposted by relational DBs 
where rigid tables/relations structures constrict the scalability required by the project. In case the DSL evolve 
we do not want to be stuck with ER conversion and data migration, hence a NoSQL approach to data storage 
offers an high degree of flexibility and dynamics.  The programming model  is  simplified with no ORM 
(Object Relational Mapping) layer or SQL statements.

The drawback is a computational overhead in the application layer due to the need to resolve dependencies at 
code level. At any rate, given the high volume of data that the nature of this project will bring this will not be 
a major concern or issue.

There is  an open source,  well  documented version of Neo4J available  to Spring Data  Graph users  and  
therefore this was another reason to include this solution in ENDORSE. As main appreciable advantage, 
Neo4J allows developers to leverage all the Java technologies, such as Java EE and Spring, while back-end  
data and services are readily available with programs executed at servers..

Neo4j 1.4.1 is available in a GPLv3 Community edition.
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3. ENDORSE Editor Functionalities and Architecture

In  this  section  we  briefly  detail  the  main  components  of  the  Editor  architecture  that  have  lead  the 
development of this prototype.

3.1. General Picture

The components of the ENDORSE editor are shown in Figure 1.

The prototype is a web editor conceived to be fully compatible with the language metamodel target of the 
research activities in Task 2.5 Language Requirements  and T3.3 Privacy Rule definition Language.  The 
editor is able to configure its internal  structure uploading the PRDL metamodel as a XMI file.

A detailed description of the editor components will be included into D3.3 Technical Architecture. Here we  
give a brief summary of the internal architecture and of its main functionalities.

cmp Components

EsbAdapter

+ publishRule(RuleDocument) : boolean
+ retireRule(RuleDocument) : boolean
+ syncronizeRules() : boolean

ESBAdapterInterface

toEsbAdapter

RepositoryAdapter

+ getRule() : EndorseRuleContext
+ getRulesList() : EndorseRuleSet
+ publishRule() : void
+ retireRule() : void

RepositoryInterface

toEsbAdapter

toEditorManager

WebUI

+ modifyRule() : void
+ newRule() : void
+ uploadEvent() : void
+ uploadMetadata() : void
+ uploadProcess() : void

toEditorManager

RuleDocument

A

toESBAdapter

toRepositoryAdapter

toConfiguratorAdapter

EditorManager
EditorInterface

toESBAdapter

toRepositoryAdapter

toConfiguratorAdapter

ConfigurationManager

ConfiguratorAdapter

EditorRepository
ExternalRepository

toEditorManager

toRepository

toConfigurator

EditorGatewayEditorGatewayInterface

WebServiceApiInterface

toEditorManager

toRepository

toConfigurator

otherClient

otherEditor

«flow»

«flow»

«flow»
«flow»«flow»

Figure 1: Editor components

The configuration adapter is the component which is able to interpret  the PRDL metamodel  and match each 
editor internal metamodel element with the PRDL classifier.

The  editor Gateway component  is  responsible to  manage the Web User Interface (WebUI) request,  this 
component is the gateway to the Repository and the editor manager.

The editor manager component determines the behaviour of the editor. This component is able to analyse the 
PRDL expression and verify the compatibility with the PRDL metamodel, it is responsible to configure the 
internal component using the PRDL metamodel.

The ESB adapter  is the gateway to the ESB implementation, this component  is responsible to communicate 
with the ENDORSE enterprise service bus.
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The Repository Adapter is the gateway to the repository component. This component con be configured and 
retrieve data form a different kind of repositories.

The WebUI component describes the web user interface. This component interacts with the human user and  
enables the user to create and manage the PRDL expressions.

The Editor Repository is  the internal repository used to store data, PRDL models and also PRDL process.  
From a technological point of view this is a relational database.

The External Repository represents all the external repositories the editor has access to. 

This repository can be seen as the repository of another  ENDORSE editor whose access by  the current 
editor  is  performed  using  the  Repository  Adapter.  In  this  way  the  current  editor  is  able  to  search  for 
information (e.g., rules, events...) also inside another editor repository.

The Rule Document represents the external repository used by the rule engine.

3.2. The Configuration Manager

The Configuration manager is a management component that focuses on establishing and maintaining the 
consistency between the Editor system and its functional and metamodel attributes with its requirements,  
design, and operational information. The main role of this component is to upload the PRDL metamodel 
provided  in  the  project  and  map  each  object  with  the  corresponding  internal  object.  Thanks  to  this  
component it was possible to develop the editor prototype independently from the final version of the PRDL 
metamodel.  Once the metamodel is completed (it  is due the same delivery time of this work) it will be 
possible to upload the final version without any further development effort on the editor.

3.3. The Editor Manager

Editor manager is the core component of ENDORSE editor system. This component is designed specifically 
for managing rules, processes and events. It contains all the internal objects that map the PRDL syntax and 
is built on top of an environment configured by the Configurator Manager during the metamodel upload 
phase.

3.4. The ESB Adapter

The ESB adapter  is  the  component  used  for  implementing  the interaction  and communication  between 
mutually interacting software applications over the Enterprise Service Bus.

The adapter promotes strictly asynchronous or synchronous messages for communication and interaction 
with all the other ENDORSE components, in particular the Rule Engine.

3.5. The Repository Adapter

The  Repository  adapter  is  the  component  which  defines  all  storing  and  retrieving  activities  of  rules, 
processes and events. The aim of this component is to show one or more programmatic interfaces which 
comprise a Service Oriented Architecture for interoperable storing and retrieving  of rules for both internal or  
external editor repositories. This is the component that allow each ENDORSE platform to access rule set  
contained into external repositories which can belong to other instances of the ENDORSE system.

3.6. The Reverse Proxy

The reverse proxy is the component that retrieves resources on behalf of a client from each Editor inner 
component. It allows the communication between the Editor and external clients.
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4. ENDORSE Editor Manual

This section describes the user interface of the ENDORSE editor.

4.1.The Editor interface 

The editor is a web application including a traditional login page (user and password) (see login button in the  
top side of Figure 2). After the login, the editor web page shown in Figure 2 is ready to be used.

The web page is divided into three sections:

• The top section including (from left to right) the functionalities menus, the repository toolbox and 
the login button

• The left panel contains a filter on which rules to be shown in the right side. There are three options 
“All rules”, “ Rules Published” and “Rules unpublished”. With “Rules Published” we mean rules 
that have been permanently saved in the Rule Repository and made available to the Rule Engine, 
“Rules unpublished” are those not yet saved in the Rule Repository but just local to the editor. They 
can be considered as “not well defined”, the user wants to re-edit them before sending them to the  
Rule Engine.

• The right side is the working window, where the rule is edited and where the rules retrieved in the 
repository or locally can be shown.

The ENDORSE editor is available in 6 languages at the moment, figure 2 shows how it is possible to choose 
the running language for the editor.

© ENDORSE Consortium 2011 Page 12 of (22)
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As described in Section 3 ENDORSE Editor Functionalities and Architecture, the editor can communicate 
with more than one Rule Repository and have access to repositories stored in partner companies. In the 
example shown in Figure  4 the editor  can use 4 repositories,  localhost  storing not  yet  published rules, 
Soluta.Net  –  Test  and Soluta.Net  –  Production as  shared  repositories  with  the  Rule  Engine  inside  this 
instance of ENDORSE (the editor shown here is the Soluta.Net one) and EuropeAssistance-test as remote  
repository of the ENDORSE platform installed inside the partner Europe Assistance.
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Choosing a certain repository in the top side of the editor window and selecting “Rules published” in the left  
side of the window, the right side will show a list of published rules in the target repository. Figure 5 shows 
this functionality.

4.2.Editing a Rule

In this section we detail the main functionality that have been developed in this editor prototype, the rule 
editing. Figure 6 shows the first step of the process. When selecting the editing option in the menu “New 
Model” (see upper side of Figure 5), the editing main page shown in Figure 6 appears.

On the left side of the window it is possible to choose the option we need among:

• edit definition : allows to create a new rule model

• compose: allows to edit a new rule

• validate: invokes the validation process by the rule engine

• publish: stores the rule in the rule repository shared with the rule engine 

• delete : deletes the rule from the editor internal repository

• unpublish : removes the rule from the rule repository shared with the rule engine 

The central part of the window allow to see and configure some properties of the new rule we are defining, 
while the left part is devoted to a help window containing useful descriptions and suggestions for the user.

In this step it is possible to assign the rule name and add a brief description in natural language to help the  
comprehension of the rule behaviour by the user.
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Once created an empty new rule with name and description, it is possible to create the rule content on the  
basis of the PRDL metamodel. In Figure 7, left side, it is possible to see the main components (here named 
Macro Components) that can be used to create a rule. Each macro component is a set of metamodel language 
constructs (e.g. if, Data Subject, Data Object, Modify etc.) that can be used, in a drag-and-drop way, to create 
the desired rule.
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The editing functionality of the editor will be shown in this manual by means of an example. Let's see how 
we can insert the rule “IF customer.age <= 21 must anonymise customer.firstname and customer.lastname”.

Please note that the syntax shown in this example is not compliant to the official PRDL syntax that should be 
delivered  at  the  same  time  of  this  prototype  in  D2.5  Language  Requirements  and  D3.2  Privacy  Rule 
Definition Language – Preliminary Specification. The outcomes of these two work will be taken into account  
in the next version of the editor which will be delivered in D4.7 Rule Editor due to August 2012.

To include the first construct of the rule drag-and-drop the IF condition directly from the left side of the 
editor window (Figure 8).
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Now to include second construct of the rule, the data object target of the IF condition, drag-and-drop the 
Data Object condition directly from the left side of the editor window and assign the value “customer.age” 
(Figure 9).

Repeat the same operation in Figure 9 to insert the age (value 21). See Figure 10.
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In Figure 11 it is visible the drag-and-drop of the rule condition applied inside the IF constraint of the rule. 

Drag-and-drop the Less than condition directly from the left side of the editor window (see Figure 11).

Figure 12 shows how to drag-and-drop the action chosen for this rule. Drag-and-drop  Anonymize directly 
from the left side of the editor window and choose the type of action modality (MUST) here named attribute.
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Now it is possible to drag-and-drop the Data Object target of the action directly from the left side of the  
editor window and assign the value “customer.firstname” (Figure 13).

Drag-and-drop the Rule condition AND to prepare for the insertion of the second object target of the rule  
action (Figure 14).
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Drag-and-drop another Data Object target of the action from the left side of the editor window and assign the 
value “customer.lastname” (Figure 13).

The result of the rule editing process can be seen in the components area of the editing window (Figure 16). 
Below in the same window, you can check how many metamodel components you needed to compose this 
rule.
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Figure 16: Final result: rule created!
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5. Conclusions

This work describes the editor prototype developed in the ENDORSE project as result of the first  three  
months of activities of Task 4.3 Editing Environment. This prototype was due the same delivery time of the  
PRDL language  preliminary  specification  and  therefore  the  syntax  shown  here  is  not  definitive.  The 
prototype includes:

• Login features

• PRDL metamodel uploading 

• Editing new rule facilities with drag-and-drop 

• Interaction  with  the  internal  editor  repository  (for  unpublished  rules)  and  the  ENDORSE  rule 
repository shared with the other components of the platform (rule engine).

• Multiple language support

• Interfaces for interaction with all other components, the rule engine in particular.

6. Future Work

Due to recent changes in the tactical approach, and in agreement with the partners, it was decided that the  
next version of the editor will support BNF1(Backus-Naur Form). As a consequence, the final version of this 
editor, due to April 2012, will include support for BNF[7] as a mean to specify the PRDL metamodel. What  
has been described in this document will  still  apply,  the only change is that the metamodel will  not be 
defined as a ECore model but rather as BNF expression; the architecture, the technical tools, the UI and  
framework will not be substantially changed. It can be stated that the prototype version of the Editor and this  
deliverable has helped the consortium to understand the problem domain and to refocus it: the tool will be 
greatly improved.

The Editor will effectively interact with the rule engine that will understand BNF expressions directly, the 
repositories  and  the  other  platform components  to  perform the  complete  rule  life-cycle  and  validation 
process.

1 Backus-Naur Form, is a notation technique for context-free grammars
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